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Video, presentation, online quiz, worksheets.

Students predict the numbers and then check the real numbers.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1J9ZrabjvO8maYi2pF6szz6cvupJ3V0Qa/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=117340012242492713628&rtpof=true&sd=true


Gender 
___ would be female
___would be male

Age 
___ would be 0-14
___ would be 15-64
___would be 65 and older

Geography 
___ would be from Asia
___would be from Africa
___would be from Europe
___would be from Latin America & the Caribbean
___would be from North America

Religion 
___would be Christian
___would be Muslim
___would not be religious or identify
 themselves with a particular faith
___would be Hindu
___would be Buddhist
___would believe in other religions

First Language
___would speak Chinese
___would speak Spanish
___would speak English
___would speak Hindi
___would speak Arabic
___would speak Bengali
___would speak Portuguese
___would speak Russian
___would speak Japanese
___would speak other languages

Overall Literacy 
___would be able to read and write
___would not

Literacy by Gender  

___% of males would be able to read and write
___% of males would not be able to read and write
___% of females would be able to read and write
___% of females would not be able to read and write

Education 
___% of males primary school
___% of  females primary school 
___% of males secondary school 
___% of females secondary school 
___would have a college degree

Shelter 
___people would have a place to shelter them
from the wind and the rain, but ___would not

Urban/Rural 
___would be urban dwellers
___would be rural dwellers

Drinking Water 
___would have access to safe drinking water
___would use unimproved water

Food 
___would be undernourished

Infectious Disease 
___would have HIV/AIDS
___would have tuberculosis

Poverty 
___would live on less than $1.90 USD per day

Electricity 
___would have electricity
___would not

Technology 
___would be cell phone users
___would be active internet users
___live in an area with a mobile- cellular network

Sanitation 
___would have improved sanitation
___would have no toilets
___would have unimproved toilets

If The World 
Were 

A Village Of 
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Gender 
50 would be female
50 would be male

Age 
25 would be 0-14
66 would be 15-64
9 would be 65 and older

Geography 
60 would be from Asia
16 would be from Africa
10 would be from Europe
9 would be from Latin America & the Caribbean
5 would be from North America

Religion 
31 would be Christian
23 would be Muslim
16 would not be religious or identify themselves
as being aligned with a particular faith
15 would be Hindu
7 would be Buddhist
8 would believe in other religions

First Language
12 would speak Chinese
6 would speak Spanish
5 would speak English
4 would speak Hindi
3 would speak Arabic
3 would speak Bengali
3 would speak Portuguese
2 would speak Russian
2 would speak Japanese
60 would speak other languages

Overall Literacy 
86 would be able to read and write
14 would not

Literacy by Gender  

90% of males would be able to read and write
10% of males would not be able to read and write
82% of females would be able to read and write
18% of females would not be able to read and write

Education 
78% of males primary school
76% of  females primary school 
66% of males secondary school 
63% of females secondary school 
7 would have a college degree

Shelter 
78 people would have a place to shelter them
from the wind and the rain, but 22 would not

Urban/Rural 
54 would be urban dwellers
46 would be rural dwellers

Drinking Water 
91 would have access to safe drinking water
9 would use unimproved water

Food 
11 would be undernourished

Infectious Disease 
1 would have HIV/AIDS
1 would have tuberculosis

Poverty 
11 would live on less than $1.90 USD per day

Electricity 
82 would have electricity
18 would not

Technology 
65 would be cell phone users
47 would be active internet users
95 live in an area with a mobile- cellular network

Sanitation 
68 would have improved sanitation
14 would have no toilets
18 would have unimproved toilets

If The World 
Were 

A Village Of 
100 People

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3nllBT9ACg


Think of the world as a village of 100 people.   Think of 6 categories.  
Fill out the pie chart for each of your categories with percentages. 

If The World Were A
Village of 100 People

Name:



If the world were a village of 100 people, 

IF THE WORLD WERE A VILLAGE
OF 100 PEOPLE

Complete the paragraph with your own thoughts

Name



Please visit us! 
The largest and most complete lesson library on the web. 
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